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assumed on the secondary side. A surface heating line will be divided up
in a number of nodes to permit more effective calculation of heat transfer
rates. In the primary volume, system pressure will be provided as input.
The fluid temperature distribution will be obtained as a state function
of pressure and enthalpy. Fluid enthalpy will be evaluated using mass and
energy equations. In the secondary side, a constant volume condition,
imposed upon homogenous mixture of liquid water and steam under saturated
conditions, will be used to derive differential equations for secondary
pressure. Therefore, one can determine the saturation temperature, the
enthalpy, and the specific volume of each phase, and calculate the steam
quality.

Mixture specific volume can be obtained from steam quality and specific
volumes under saturated conditions.

Heat conduction through the heating wall will be treated solving the
Fourier conduction equation. The temperature time dependence on the heating
wall will be calculated from an energy balance.

4.4 State properties

Fluid state properties such as temperature, enthalpy, and specific volume

and its derivatives will be treated either by interpolation, directly

from steam tables, or by simple polynomial representation.

5. Organization

IEN's group have organized its work with two staff senior engineers and
a number of master thesis students.

Initially, two students from IME and one from COPPE have started their
thesis work under direction and supervision of IEN's engineers. Computer
calculations will be performed at the CDC terminal located at IEN. Compu_
ter money was made available by CNEN.

6. Safety activities in IEN's Reactor Department

Besides code development for LWR transient simulation. IEN has also been
involved with structural mechanics analysis of pipes and vessels under
accident conditions.

One group of engineers is working on the analysis of Borax-type accidents
in steel vessels for research reactors. These power excursions are simulated
using a standard power time function giving a total of 135 MJ (15). The
stresses in the vessel are calculated using finite elements with provision
for inelastic deformation. Final simulation results will be compared with
several tests performed elsewhere (15).
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The group is also concerned with pipe mechanical simulation under thermal
stresses. So far, have been calculated the stresses in IEN's sodium loop
under normal and accident conditions (16).

The method adopted uses unidimensional finite elements with 12 degree
of freedom. Under normal conditions, the pipe must support, besides its
weight, a stress caused by a thermal gradient of about 650° C. Under acci-
dent, additional loads are applied to the structure assuming failure of
several elastic supports.

Based on the calculation it has been recommended to run the loop up to
a temperature of 600° C, during normal service. Nevertheless, the accident
calculation results have demonstrated that, to keep the integrity of
the loop, it is need some redundancy in its supports (16).
IEN has also started activities in reactor physics analysis of fast reactor
safety problems.

7. Final Remarks

LWR safety research and development work has just been introduced at IEN.
The group organized for this task recognizes that much work need to be done
before this institute could give more effective support to CNEN, both as in-
house expertise or providing analytical tools for licensing evaluation.
1EN small group expects to have its first technical results published in
about a year, when the students working for the group will be required to
present their thesis work.
Thereafter, one expects the group to increase.

Of great importance is also a definition of an experimental safety research
program at IEN.
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GUIDELINES FOR PWR SAFETY RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT AT NUCLEBRÃS

R.B.Pinheiro.NUCLEBRAS/CDTN

1. INTRODUCTION

NUCLEBRÃS research into different areas of pressurized light-water

reactor technology is one of the aims of its Research and Development Center,

Centro de Desenvolvimento da Tecnologia Nuclear (CDTN), in Belo Horizonte.

The main effort of the Center is now directed to give technical
support to the industrial activities of the Nuclear Program, and to carry
out R&D work in straight connection with these activities. As a consequence
few work on safety research is actualy being performed, although the number
of activities in this field increases steadily, not as a function but strongly
related to the development of our industrial program.

Basic training and qualification of personnel at CDTN for different

research and development activities of NUCLEBRAS has hiqh priority.This is

covered either by agreements with national institutions (e.g. universities)

or using the various possibilities offered by special ^qreements and cooperation

programs with research centers and other institutions, not unly but mainly

in Germany , F.R.

2. ORGANIZATION OF SAFETY RESEARCH

Water-reactor safety may be understood as those means(e.g. desion
criteria, quality assurance, operational procedures, etc) taken to ensure,under
all operating conditions (normal and abnormal) , the validity of each of the
three separate physical barriers, which reflect the "defense-in-deoth" philosophy
(the fuel element cladding, the pressure, boundary of the primary circuit,
and the containment) in the control of fission products.

Safety research may be defined as those research and development

activities with the ultimate goals of reducing a? TOch as possible both the

remaining risks of nuclear power production and the radiation exposure of th-j

operating and maintenance personnel.
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As it is organized and carried out today in several countries, water-
reactor safety research developed, in general, from a starting point which
was basicaly the combining - either by national or privately owned institutions
of different, sometimes almost independent, experimental and analytical or the£
retical work. These activities were usually primarily conducted to establish
the margins that exist in the proposed designs and, as a consequence, to better
assure the safety of the reactor and plant designs.

This is one cf the reaons why the different safety research programs
include still today , in general, work ranging almost from fundamentals of
physical processes to very complex process , e.g. involving effects of dynamic
interaction of components, such as those occuring in integral tests.

Another very important and obvious reason for the large variety of

subjects handled in the various safety research programs is that many

disciplines or areas of knowledge, e.g.reactor physics, heat transfer and-

fluid, flow, fuels and materials, structural mechanics, radiation hazards

and shielding, instrumentation and control, water chemistry,etc., have contri-

buted to the development of nucl-ar power technology.

3. AREAS OF RESEARCH

The areas of research may be listed in different ways. A numoer or
broad areas are combined below; examples of subjects treated in each are included
for illustration.

- Computer code development for accurately predicting the consequences
of accidents (for anlyzing fuel behaviour, for loss of pressure and
reflooding analysis, for structural mechanics safety assessemnt),

- Thermal-hydraulic tests of postulated accidents and the effectiveness
of engineered safety features (for validation of calculation programs,
studies of emergency injection and core cooling, for containment res-
ponse to a LOCA),
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- Fuel-rod behaviour under accident conditions (e.g. transient behaviour
of the fuel during a LOCA, response to power fluctuations, failure li-
mits of fuel and failure modes, fuel meltdown),

- Safety design and protection of the integrity of the reactor pressure
vessel, piping and components (experimental investigations of vessel
materials, vibration studies, assessment on abnormal behaviour of pumps).

- Improvement of the operational safety and reliability of systems and
components (development of nondestructive inspection techniques),

- Analysis of radiation exposure during operation (radiological safety
studies, transfer of fission products, movement and deposits of activated
corrosion products in the primary circuit).

- Analysis of the risks created by the operation of nuclear power plants
(reliability studies, development of probabilistic mehtods for safety
assessemnt)

- Human enqineering aspects of plant operation (human interaction analysis,
improvement of training with simulators).

These areas shall of course not be looked as indepedent one from each
other.

4. EXAMPLES OF R&D ACTIVITIES

A few examples of safety research or safety-related R&D being carried out
at NUCLEBRAS are briefly commented brlow.

One example of development for safety-related technical support to an indus^
trial activity is the design, on course at NUCLEBRAS R&D Center, of a test
facility for testing (e.g. for temperature and pressure stability)electrical
and I&C equipments (e.g. materials, devices and cables)which must be kept in
continuous and proper operation and/or fuction inside the containment of a
nuclear power plant under Design Basis Accident conditions.
This work is being conducted according to N'JCLEM - Nl'CLEBRAS En^
Company - interest.
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Figure 1 shows a preliminary flow diagram of this facility.
As it stands today the design of this facility for testing components under
DBA conditions is coupled with the Components Test Loop (CTC) currently
being designed at CDTN with planned support from KWU; but the alternative
of an indepdent facility is also being analysed.

For the assessment of the design of this facility some tests are being

performed using the CT-1 Water Thermal Loop, Preliminary tests were carried

out (at constant system temperature) in order to get a first insight into

the simulation of the test chamber pressure profile and to invesgigate the

forces developed in the system during depressurization. The pressurizer of

the CT-1 loop was used as a source for pressure buildup and the pressurizer

steam relief (discharge) pipeline simulated the test chamber. Typical results

are shown in Figure 2.

This work may be included in the safety research area of Thermal-
hydraulic tests of postulated accidents and the effectiveness of engineered
safety features, mentioned in the preceeding item.

Experimental and analytical work on fuel element behaviour are being
pursued using some pos ibilities opened by other countries. Table 1 synthetizes
three irradiation programs. With the first small-length fuel rods manufactured
in Brasil and irradiated in the StudsviK R2 reactor we gained experience
concerning layout of the irradiation experiment, test-rod design and performar^
ce prediction , and manufacturing and quality control techniques. The joint
Irradiation program with KFA consists of four test rods irradiated under PWR
conditions, at the FRJ-2 reactor in Julich. In addition to the experience
already gained in the previous irradiations,emphasis is being given in the
areas of post-irradiation examination and evaluation techniques . The results
of the forementioned experiments have showed that the fuel purity inside the
rod was excellent, the thermal behaviour of the test rod was good and the
fuel behaviour as a whole was normal.

Following these programs, two other activities in the are of fuel
behaviour are planned. One, jointly with KFA and KWU, to investigate the
influence of different manufacturing additions on the operational behaviour
of U02 fuel pellets irradiated at different burnups (up to about 12000 MWd/t I).
The results of this irradiation program may have important economic benefits,
A second activity is the participation in out-of-pile experiments and analyti-
cal work related to fuel rod behaviour under accident conditions, currently
being carried out at KFK-Karlsruhe, within the PNS - Project Nuclear Safety.
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Here , NUCLEBRAS, within the scope of a special agreement , plans to join the
REBEKA-Program for investigating the interaction between ballooning zircaloy
cladding and the emergency core cooling (during the refill and flooding phases
of a hypothetical LOCA); this activity is closely related with theoretical
investigations leading to the verification and further development of the com- •
puter code SSYST, for fuel rod behaviour analysis in different phases of a LOCA.

This last (planned) activity is typical of the safety research

area Fuel-rod behaviour under accident conditions.

One example of safety research in the area of Computer code develop-
ment for accurately predicting the consequences of accidents is the SACI code
development program. The general objectives of this program is to produce a
digital computer code for the prediction of the dynamic behaviour, including
accident-induced transients, of PWR nuclear power plants. Up to now, this
program includes three versions:

- SACI-0, essentially a model of the reactor core.

- SACI-1, in which the primary loops are lumped in one loop,

suitable to compute those accidents in which all loops

behave equally.

- SACI-2, the most comprehensive version of the code, still under

development, which admits three primary loops behaving differently.

Some characteristics of the code and its main limitations are listed

in Table 2.

Table 3 gives an example of the capabilities of SACI code for tran-
sient and accident analysis. Although SACI-2 is intended to include Angra-1
and Angra - 2/3 reactor control and protection philosophies, this table is
based on Angra-1 reactor, since SACI-1 was developed primarily for this
reactor concept.

Figure 3 shows the control volume model used in SACI-2 code.
Figures 4 to 6 present some results; in general all results showed good
agreement in comparison with the Angra 1 FSAR. We expect that the final verifica_
tion of the SACI code may be based in the experimental information available
during the start-up physics tests of Angra reactors.
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The planned improvements on the code include the expansion of the
ranges of the thermodynamic quantities and a better treatment of the flow
model, in order to permit e.g. the calculations of ATWS . Another improvement
which could be foreseen is the use of a space dependent reactor kinetic model
to allow a more accurate evaluation of the reactivity effects.

5. LIMITATIONS, ASSUMPTIONS AND GUIDELINES

Safety research involves," in many cases, very big and expensive
experiments; even the most well developed and industrialized countries join
together either through multi-national research programs, or by guiding
their own programs in a supplementary form, i.e. allowing for results of
studies carried out in other countries. Being realist we assume that we
cannot repeat those big experiments here. We have to face, ia addition,the
fact that data from a large number of experiments may, in several cases,
not be available because these are proprietary experiments. However we have to
get maximum information from abroad, and to develop the capability to
understand, analyse and apply the available results of the experiments.

It is our point of view that training people at home with more
simplified but practical, i.e. with applicable results, and, if possible,
supplementary experiments, and developing own know-how on computer program
development, based in abroad and whenever possible in own experimental
results, snail be the first guideline.

To participate, as much as possible and whenever feasible through
joint ventures, in those experiments and analytical work being carried out
abroad shall be the second, and complementary, guideline.

One example of how these two guidelines are being followed and how
experimental and analytical R&D work develop together at NUCLEBRAS is the
CDTN participation in the KWU test program for the development of the Angra-1
reload fuel assembly design. The reload fuel for Angra-1 deviates from
standard KWU fuel assembly with respect to the fuel rod diameter, the fuel
rod pitch, the spacer grid design and the diameter of the control rod guide
tubes. A series of experiments in the 6MW High Pressure Water Rig, situated
at A.E.E. Winfrith, U.K., w&re carried out in September 1978 on electrically
heated (5x5 rod bundles) test sections forming simulation of PWR fuel assem-
blies . The main parameters investigated in this test program were flow resi£
tance, subchannel temperature, and critical heat flux.
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Fundamenta1 thermal-hydraulic experiments are being performed at home
since 1974 in our CT-1 Water Thermal Loop at low pressure conditions using
tube geometry test section, and even earlier than 1974 with the help of se-
veral smaller loops, mainly for develop-ing instrumentation and measuring
techniques. During this period different parametric experiments were
carried out, e.g. measurements of pressure loss, heat transfer coefficients-
in one and two-phase flows, CHF, etc (A 3x3 rod bundle is currently being
manufactured for the next series of tests in CT-1 loop).

These experiments were supplemented through cur participation from
May 1977 to Mary 1978 in a series of safety studies being conducted at the
GKSS Research Center in Geesthacht, Germany, F.R., e.g. in the steady
state CHF measurements in freon with the complex geometry of KWU-spacers.
This program served as basis for a GKSS experimental study of the model laws
between water and freon. The CHF measurements in the model fluid are being
investioatadv«th respect to comparative tests in water sponsored by Kill!, carried
out in the 5.3 MW Water Thermal Loop of the Columbia University U.S.A. in
a 5x5 rod bundle in PWR-geometry with the KWU-spacers
and control rod guide tubes. In addition, since 1972 exchange of information
and of personnel - through a number of delegations from and to GSKSS - took
place.

This background made it possible to actively participate in the
aforementioned KWU test program - under PWR conditions - for Angra-1 reload
fuel.

The experimental results of these tests were then used by the analytical
staff to verify the methods of thermal-hydraulic analysis of fuel rod bundles
and to derive reliable data alowing extrapolation to PWR core thermal-hydraulic
analysis. The calculations consisted primarily in determining the pressure
drop coefficients of the spacer grids from the results of flow resistance
measurements, then determinirathe mixing coefificients of turbulent flow from
the subchannel temperatue measurements, and finally determining comparing
with measured results the critical heat flux, using different correlations,
and the previous determined coefficients.
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An example of the results of the pressure drop and of the CHF predictions

compared with the measured values is shown in Figure 7, in which results of the

tests performed at Columbia University were also included.

Remembering as mentioned in the Introduction, that NUCLEBRAS R4D
center main effort now is to give technical support to the industrial
activities of the Nuclear Program, and considering the limitations and
possibilities mentioned above, we may fix the following areas (listed accor-
dingly to item 3) which are being implemented at CDTN - either through a re-
design of some activities under development, or through the establishing of
new goals, within the scope of safety research:

- Computer code development (for plant transient and accident

analysis, for fuel behaviour prediction, for loss of pressure

and reflooding analysis, for structural mechanics safety

assessment , e.g. forces developed in the primary system)

- Thermal-hydraulic tests of postulated accidents (for better
understanding and characterize complex phenomena e.g. in depres^
surization and core cooling,for assessment of materials beha-
viour)

- Fuel-rod behaviour under accident conditions (transient behaviour

of the fuel during a LOCA, response to power fluctuations)

- Improvement of the operational safety and reliability of systems

and components (development of nondestructive techniques).

These areas of research shall not be developed independent of

possible cooperation with other institutions. In particular international

colaboration is foreseen , and shall be strenghtned in order to remain up to

date and follow the state-of-the-art.



TABLE I

HALDEN

Norway

1974/75

STUDSVIK
Sweden

1975

JULICH

Germany ,

1976/77

1979/80
on
course)

OBJETIVES

Fuel rod elongation

(mechanical interaj:

tion) effects

Structural changes

in U0 2

Fuel rod manufactjj

ring , influence

of different dia-

metral gaps

Pellet shape and
Seometry effects
on the performance

FUEL ROD BEHAVIOUR

DESIGN PARAMETERS

Power cycles

225 to 390 W/cm

Fuel type:pellet,
vi pac.mixed oxide
Fuel density
Fuel/cladding gap
Pellet (jeoristry

Irradiation time:
15 to 900 min.

Power ramp
Diametral gap
Cladding structural

state

Diametral gap:

180 urn, 270 urn

Pellet shape: dish
and chanfer
Pellet geometry:
L/D = 1,5 -1,6
L/D = 0,7 -0,8
Density: 90/.Í TD,

93.Í TD

- IRRADIATION PROGRAMS

TEST RODS

TV

IFA 229*Yinstrumented

assembly

Lenght 50 cm

72 test rods
Lenght 50 cm

21 test rods
Lenght 14,6 cm

2 test rods DT50-DT51

Lenght 34,8

2 test rods DT54-DT55
Lenght 34,8 cm

IRRADIATION CONDITIONS

Burnup:2600 MWD/tU

Linear heat rating:

. average 250 W/cm

. max. 410 M/cm

Burnup: 800-1000 MWD/tU
Linear heat rating:
. average 270-440 W/cm
. max. 350-650 W/cm

Low pressure: 5 bar
Low temperature: 48 C
Average linear heat rate:

264-765 W/cm

PWR conditions
Burnup: 2604 and 2901 MWO/tU
Linear heat rating:

. average 525 and 576 M/cm

. max. 668 and 671 W/cm

PWR conditions
Burnup : 1000 MWD/tU to be.
reached
Linear heat rating
. average 530 W/cm
• max. 580 W/cm

en
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TABLE 2

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS AND LIMITATIONS OF SACI COMPUTER CODE

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS:

- Initial steady state conditions computed by the code.

- One energy point neutron kinetic model with six delayed neutron groups.
Radioactive decay heat (similar to ANS-Standard).

- Whenever a reactor trip condition is reached, reactor scram is automatically
set on.

- Homogeneous two-phase flow model.

- Delay in the propagation of the disturbances along the hot and cold legs
is considered.

- Computation of the average cooling channel and of the hot channel.
The hot channel may be divided in up to 20 axial segments, to permit the
estimation of the DNBR.

- Backward-extrapolation integration method is used, avoiding numerical
. instability.

- an automatic time-step control allows the user to obtain the value of
each variable within a giver, accuracy.

MAIN LIMITATIONS:

- The code is not suited for LOCA analysis.

- The range of thermodynamic quantities (coolant, pressurizer and steam
generator secondary side conditions) limits the possibilities of the code.

- The secondary side of the steam generator is assumed to be at saturation
conditions.
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TABLE 3

SACI-1 AND SACI-2 CAPABILITIES FOR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS EXAMPLE FOR
ANGRA-1 REACTOR

TRANSIENTS 0) SACI-1 SACI-2

CONDITION I - NORMAL OPERATION AND OPERATIONAL
TRANSIENTS^
STEADY STATE AND SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS
OPERATION WITH PERMISSIBLE DEVIATIONS
OPERATIONAL TRANSIENTS

YES
(WHEN APPLICABLE)

YES

CONDITION II - FAULTS OF MODERATE FREQUENCY
UNCONTROLLED ROD CLUSTER CONTROL ASSEMBLY
BANK WITHDRAWAL FROM A SUBCRITICAL CONDITION
UNCONTROLLED ROD CLUSTER CONTROL ASSEMBLY
BANK WITHDRAWAL AT POWER
ROD CLUSTER CONTROL ASSEMBLY MISALIGNMENT
UNCONTROLLED BORON DILUTION
PARTIAL LOSS OF FORCED REACTOR COOLANT FLOW
START-UP OF AN INACTIVE REACTOR COOLANT LOOP
LOSS OF EXTERNAL ELECTRICAL LOAD AND/OR TUR
BINE
LOSS OF NORMAL FEEDWATER
LOSS OF OFF-SITE POWER TO THE STATION
AUXILIARES (STATION BLACKOUT)
EXCESSIVE HEAT REMOVAL DUE TO FEEDWATER SYSTEM
MALFUNCTIONS
EXCESSIVE LOAD INCREASE INCIDENT
ACCIDENTAL DEPRESSURIZATION OF THE REACTOR

COOLANT SYSTEM • • • :

ACCIDENTAL DEPRESSURIZATION OF THE MAIN STEAM
SYSTEM
INADVERTENT SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM OPERATION
DURING POWER OPERATION

YES(3)

YES

YES(3)

YES
YES
NOT APPLICABLE
YES(5)
NO

YES
NO
NO

YES
YES (4)

YES
YES

YLS
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES

NO

NO

YES
YES

YES

YES
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NOT
NO

NOT

APPLICABLE

APPLICABLE

YES(5)
NOT APPLICABLE

CONDITION III - INFREQUENT FAULTS
LOSS OF REACTOR COOLANT
MINOR SECONOARY SYSTEM PIPE BREAKS NO YES
INADVERTENT LOADING OF A FUEL
ASSEMBLY INTO AN IMPROPER POSITION
COMPLETE LOSS OF FORCED P ^ F O R COOLANT
FLOW YES(5) YES
WASTE GAS DECAY TAN*. iPTURE
SINGLE ROD CLUST1A uONTROL ASSEMBLY
WITHDRAWAL AT .*LL POWER NO YES(4)

CONDITIC .%' - tlMHING FAULTS
MAJOR RtACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PIPE RUPTURES NOT APPLICABLE
(LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT)

MAJOR SECONDARY SYSTEM PIPE RUTPRE NO YES
STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE NOT APPLICABLE
SINGLE REACTOR COOLANT PUMP LOCKED ROTOR YES(5) YE5(7)
FUEL HANDLING ACCIDENT NOT APPLICABLE
RUPTURE OF A CONTROL ROD DRIVE MECHANISM
HOUSING YES(6) YES(6)

(1) Transients and accidents listed refer to FSAR
(2) ANS classification of N.P.P. conditions
(3) Calculated with SACI-0 core model version
(4) Spataial effects determined with "static" calculations
(5) Flow coas+down as input.See (7)
(6) Survey calculations only; space-dynamics is needed
(7) Hot-spot conditions determined with complementary code
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